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Abstract: This paper presents application of TRIZ method for improvement of black welded tubes classification process.
At the moment process of classification is performed by human operator and its efficiency depends of his working shape
and concentration. There are several actions that can be performed in order to facilitate classification process, reduce
working fatigue and consequently save working capabilities of human operator. Final goal is complete automation of
black welded tube classification process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Black welded pipes and tubes are made of hot rolled or
cold rolled steel strip on specially designed pipes (and
tubes) production lines. Production process starts with
lengthwise slitting of steel strip on special machine called
“Slitter”. Every single coil, obtained by slitting, has to
have width in accordance with specific tube (or pipe)
cross section perimeter. After uncoiling, at the beginning
of the pipe production line, steel strip passes through set
of shaping tools. At first it passes set of bending
operations where strip is gradually bending lengthwise.
After finishing these operations steel strip gets endless
cylindrical form with narrow cut at the top. Next process
is high frequency welding of free edges to get closed
form. There is always extra weld in the zone of joining
but lathe knife placed above moving weld removes it
successfully. Next, tube passes through the set of
calibrating tools to get its final shape and dimensions. As
the last basic process, performed on production line, we
have transverse cutting by circular saw. The saw moves as
the endless tube moves and cuts it on specified length.
Whole process on production line is almost completely
automated and it includes all basic production processes
except slitting coils at the beginning.
It remains quality control, in conformity with actual
standards and, as a result, black welded tubes (and pipes)
classifying. In practice process of classifying is performed
by specially trained human operator as results of visual
inspection.
However, as working hours pass, there are more mistakes
caused by fatigue and decreasing of mental focus. It is
necessary to improve visual inspection process and
mitigate production plant bad influences on mental and
physical shape of human operator.

2. BLACK WELDED TUBES CLASSIFYING
EN standards (EN10219, EN10217, EN10255,
EN10220...) prescribe different methods for quality
inspection of black welded tubes and pipes. Some of the
most used methods are inspection of geometric properties,

hydrostatic pressure test, mechanical and chemical
inspection of material samples, inspection of material
structure by magnetic resonance etc. Basic standard is
EN10219 and it prescribes quality standard for
construction tubes. It guarantees:
 Chemical and mechanical properties of steel
 Shape and dimensions of tubes
Chemical and some of mechanical properties are
guaranteed based on a steel attest documentation supplied
by steel coil producer. Other mechanical properties
(mostly tensile strength and toughness), shape and
dimensions are guaranteed based on producer inspection
and inspection made by accredited laboratories.
EN10219 is lowermost level standard because it allows
highest deviations of black welded tube quality. Thus if
specific tube doesn’t fulfill EN10219 standard criteria it
will not fulfill criteria of any other standard related to
black welded tubes and pipes. These kinds of tubes have
to be removed immediately from production process
because of avoiding additional production costs.
According to EN10219 eliminated tubes also have to be
classified in three different classes (II class, III class and
waste) and packed separately because these have
commercial price too.
If specific tube (or pipe) pass basic control, in other words
if it passes requirements of EN10219 standard, it have to
be marked according to this standard or it passes other
inspections in reference to higher tubes (or pipes)
production standards.

3. PIPES AND TUBES VISUAL INSPECTION
Production experience teaches us that visual inspection
provides detection of most deformation which
disqualified pipes from the first class with regards to
EN10219 standard. Deformation frequency is highest
during production line stoppage period and at the zone
where two steel strips are joined. This additionally
facilitates visual detection process. All of these reasons
make visual inspection basic pipe and tube control
process which all pipes have to pass at the end of
production line.
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During visual inspection of black welded tubes and pipes,
special attention has to be devoted to the weld because it
is a critical cross zone of the welded tube. Bad weld is
possible to be detected on the basis of its shape,
dimensions and color.
Despite of high speed of endless tube (over 1 m/s) human
operator thrive to detect most of deformations without
using any technical device.
However, process of visual inspection has several
disadvantages:
 Human operator has to be constantly focused on
watching tubes passing. After several working hours
fatigue appears and percentage of mistakes rises.
 At the moment he sees two sides of tube exposed to
his sight. Possible deformations on other, unexposed,
sides may stay hidden and consequently undetected.
 Human operator is exposed to bad influences of
production plant (high temperature, evaporation…).
 If operator has to make pause it has to be replaced or
production line to be stopped. Both solutions cause
lower productivity and are accompanied by some
percent of waste.

Fig.1. Some examples of tubes deformations: a) Cross
weld, b) Not welded, c) Shape deformation, d) Irregular
weld shape, e) Irregular weld removing, f) Irregular joint

Global contradiction of current task is raising productivity
of visual inspection and improvement of working
conditions simultaneously. Based on TRIZ matrix for
solving technical contradictions related to human work
[4] following contradictions can be noticed:
1. Raising productivity of visual inspection is naturally
accompanied with raising following negative effects:
a. Time and frequency of human interaction with
object of inspection
b.Harmful thermal effect
c. Effort, loss of energy, fatigue
2. Improvement of human operator ability to perform
visual inspection task in accordance with standard is
accompanied with negative effects:
a. Raising pauses and rest periods (recovery from
exertion)
b.Raising human requirements on adaptability
Following inventive principles are used for solving
above technical contradictions: 4, 8, 10, 13, 24, 30
and 35.
3. Ease of use, or usability of the technical object or
system in relation to the person, comfort is
accompanied with negative effects:
a. Raising pauses and rest periods (recovery from
exertion)
This contradiction can be solved by using following
technical principles: 1, 4, 10, 25, 28, 32, 34 and 35.
4. Improving nature of tasks performed by the human
operator (supervisory, execution, manual or other)
provoke following negative effect:
a. Human requirements on adaptability
b.Complexity in cognitive terms
Above contradictions can be solved using following
technical principles: 1, 4, 10, 15, 24, 27 and 35.
If we summarize above, all of mentioned technical
contradictions can be solved by using following inventive
technical principles: 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35,
37, 38 and 39.

By comparing black welded tubes classification process
with similar quality control techniques on production
lines (rolling mills, fabric production lines…) it is
possible to conceive that modern technology provides lot
of opportunities for improving and possible completely
automating of this process using relatively small amount
of resources.

4. USING TRIZ METHOD FOR SOLVING
TECHNICAL CONTRADICTIONS
TRIZ method is systematic procedure for technical
problems solving. According to this method in essence of
any technical problem lie technical contradictions
between opposite elements. TRIZ method provide matrix
with 40 inventive principles for solving technical
contradictions.
28

Fig.2. Industrial magnifying lens
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4.1. Principle of Copying (26)
Object of visual inspection can be zoomed using optical
lens (Fig.2.) in order to improve visual accommodation
during inspection process. The result is easier detection
and lower number of mistakes.

4.2. Principle of ’’Intermediary’’ (24)
In order to perform visual inspection human operator has
to bend his head towards (Fig.3.a) which is unnatural
position. By applying mirror, as intermediary, watching
zone can be set to front position so human operator can
perform visual inspection while his head is in anatomic
position (Fig.3.b). Positive effect is human controller
relaxation.
Fig.5. All sides inspection using system of lenses

4.5. Taking out Principle (2)
If camera is applied it is possible to move human
controller from production line to another location in
order of protection from harmful influences (temperature,
evaporation…). Camera, also, give us different options of
adjusting picture (magnification, color, contrast…) so it
provides high level of visual accommodation.
Fig.3. Uncomfortable (a) and comfortable position (b)
during visual inspection

4.3. Principle of Merging (5)
By applying concave mirror it is possible to join positive
effect of magnifying and moving inspection zone to
favorable position. Joining of effect is accomplished by
transfer from flat to concave surface. This can be
misinterpreted as 'The other way round' principle despite
the fact we haven’t got this principle as a result of
indentifying visual inspection process. A god alternative
to spherical mirror can be prism with magnifying effect.

Fig.6. Production line (a) place of inspection (b)

4.6. "Blessing in disguise" principle ("Turn
Lemons into Lemonade") (22)
By applying infrared camera, harmful phenomenon of
heat radiation, most intensive in the zone of welding, can
be used for collecting additional information about weld
quality. This action also succumbs to Self-service
principle (25), Principle of Copying (26), phase
transitions (36) and Color changes principle (32).

Fig.4. Joined effects of magnifying and moving inspection
zone to comfortable position

4.4. Another Dimension Principle (17)
By adjusting system of lenses it can be provided
inspection of all 4 sides of the tube simultaneously. This
action succumbs to 1. principle for solving technical
contradictions. Positive effect on visual accommodation
and reducing number of mistakes are obvious.

Fig.7. Thermo-graphic image of weld
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The best choice is applying both, infrared camera in
combination with regular camera. Classification process
can be done using data gathered from both types of
cameras.

4.7. Continuity of Useful Action Principle (20)
Modern technology gives us opportunity of using
artificial devices for visual inspection instead of human
operator. Neural network can be easily trained to perform
anomaly detection by processing images obtained by
cameras. Neural network can be used all the time, without
breaks, so it provides continuity of detection process. It
can be used in combination with human operator as
auxiliary device or independently. In the second case
human operator have to adjust (train) neural network
before it starts to work independently, without human
assistance.

as input signal of production line controller. This
controller governs production line actuators which
perform mechanical pipes and tube separation to different
classes. It is, also, possible to adjust lot of production
parameters based on the neural network output
(production speed, welding parameters…). Main goal is
decreasing number of deformations.

Fig.10. Feedback – Neural network to controller

4.10. Final solution

Fig.8. Squares marks zones of deformations

4.8. Preliminary Anti-action Principle (9)
Different dimensions, especially different shapes, of black
welded pipes and tubes require different adjustments of
neural network used for visual detection. It is very useful
to memorize all neural network parameters, related to
specific kind of tubes, and avoid repetition of training
process in the future.

Final solution encompasses all positive effect gotten using
above mentioned inventive principles for solving
technical contradictions. Two different solutions can be
applied:
1. Neural network for pipes and tubes classification:
Network output is pipe (or tube) class (I class, II
class, III class or waist). The output is connected
directly to actuators which perform mechanical
separation.
2. Neural network for deformation detection:
Output gives deformation type (cross weld, shape
deformation, dimension deformation etc.). Neural
network output is connected to computer where all
data are memorized and processed. Using algorithm,
computer performs pipes and tubes classification.
The output is also connected to controller where is
used for adjustment of production line parameters.

Fig.9. Different shapes and dimensions of black welded
pipes and tubes

4.9. Feedback Principle (23)
Neural network, in combination with one or more
cameras, used for pipes deformations detection is actually
one complex sensor. Neural network output can be used
30

Fig.11. Final solution block diagram
The first solution is cheaper and simpler. It serves to
purpose but it gives no feedback information about what
causes bad quality of pipes (or tubes). Second solution is
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used for deformations statistic, processing, analyzing and
based on this analysis adjusting production line
parameters. It is also possible to apply feedback between
neural network and controller for the purpose of
automatic regulation of some production parameters. If it
is possible it is better to chose second solution.
The solution equipment is consists of 4 regular cameras
(one for every side of the tube) and one infrared camera
which gives thermo graphic image of welded side. By
frame selector these cameras are connected to neural
network for deformation detection. The network is
realized programmatically using computer processor.
Processor is further connected to monitor and to
production line controller which controls production line
actuators.

controller, according to the same source, is about 5.000
EUR per year and because of three ships per day it will be
about 15.000 EUR per year. Total cost of classifying per
one production line will be about 18.000 EUR per year.
Comparing these amounts it is clear that investment will
be worthwhile in less than one year. However it is
necessary to emphasize that neural network and automatic
control realization expenses are not calculated. These
expenses remain the same no meter how many production
lines this concept is applied to. It is because process of
neural network and automatic control realization has to be
done only once and after that applied to all production
lines. On other side, it is hard to estimate positive effect
of feedback on decreasing number of deformations so it is
not calculated to. This effect can be estimated after
realization and can significantly decrease repayment
period.

6. CONCLUSION

Fig.12. User interface for pipes and tubes deformations
detection
Beside all side images and thermo graphic image of weld
user interface should contain deformation data. During
training process, human operator decides about type of
deformation, and correct neural network output. When he
become convinced that neural network performs
deformation detection correctly, he decides that training
process is done and starts automatic mode.
In the case of visual inspection of tubes and pipes network
inputs are images and output is deformation type or pipe
(or tube) class. It means that training is more effective if
more deformations per time are obtained. It is not
profitable to provoke artificial deformations so network
efficiency will rise during its exploitation.

5. ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF INVESING
Based on final solution block diagram (Figure 11.) it is
possible to calculate necessary financial fund for its
realization.
At first we suppose that black welded pipes and tubes
factory already posses all necessary infrastructure for
realization of neural network and automatic control.
Based on this assumption list of additional necessary
equipment is consisted of one infrared and four fast
industrial cameras with accessories and software. At the
moment of writing this paper total price of listed
equipment is about 8.000 EUR.
Based on available data (Alpos, pipes and tubes
production plant, since 2008 to 2011) average total value
of confirmed reclamations is about 3.000 EUR per year
and per one production line. Total salary of human

In the competitive work environment caused by market
globalization, there is constant pressure to increase
productivity. Basic process of black welded tubes and
pipes production is almost completely automated. There is
a chance to improve some of the ancillary processes.
This paper analyzes possibility of improvement of quality
control process, more precisely process of black welded
pipes and tubes classifying. Using TRIZ method as
systematic tool for solving technical contradictions we
can conclude following:
 Using optical devices (lenses and mirrors) it is
possible to improve level of human controller visual
accommodation
 By applying cameras it is possible to remove human
controller location from production line to other
location in order to protect him from harmful
conditions (high temperature, evaporations…).
 Harmful phenomenon of heat radiation can turned to
positive, for collecting data about weld quality, by
applying infrared camera.
 Neural network can be used for black welded pipes
and tubes deformation detection and in such way
make classification process easier or completely
automated. Deformations data can be used for
production parameters adjustment.
The paper demonstrates high efficiency of TRIZ method
for solving inventive problems.
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